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Abstract
Activity classification and biometric authentication have become synonymous with wearable technologies such as smartwatches and trackers. Although great efforts have been made to develop electrocardiogram (ECG)-based biometric verification and identification modalities using data from these devices, in this paper, we explore the use of adaptive techniques based on prior activity classification in an attempt to enhance biometric performance. In doing so, we also compare two waveform similarity distances to provide features for classification. Two public datasets which were collected from medical and wearable devices provide a cross-device comparison. Our results show that our method is able to be used for both wearable and medical devices in activity classification and biometric verification cases. This study is the first study which uses only ECG signals for both activity classification and biometric verification purposes.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Biometric authentication has become commonplace within technological solutions coupled with the rise of security demands in recent years. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the measurement of the heart's electrical activity utilising electrodes connected to the human body. Every living creature has a unique heartbeat rhythm which is not easily reproducible. For this reason, ECG provides a useful candidate for authentication systems [1–4]. Electrocardiogram can be collected by wearable and medical devices with different electrode types and different numbers of electrodes (typically 1, 2, 3, 6, or 12 leads). Moreover, the locations of the electrodes are important for ECG recordings using devices such as chest bands [5, 6], armbands [7], wrist bands [8], and Holter devices [9] that measure ECG from different body parts.

A number of key features extracted from to ECG waveform are used to understand heart conditions and ECG-based applications. Each heartbeat consists of P, Q, R, S and T complexes. An ECG heartbeat is represented in Figure 1 [10]. In healthy individuals, P, R and T complexes have positive peaks, while Q and S complexes have negative troughs. As a general trend, the time interval between complexes is generally consistent within particular healthy subjects, however, distorted peaks and unbalanced time intervals show heart irregularity.

There are 3 phases in a cardiac cycle. The first is an atrial depolarisation known as the P wave, the first positive deviation of the ECG. The second is the QRS complex which includes Q, R and S waves. After atrial depolarisation, the signal passes the Hiss-Purkinje systems and ventricular depolarisation was activated. In the third phase, the T wave is represented with ventricular repolarisation. Cardiac cycles repeat with regularity unless there is another effect (physical activity, medical drug interventions, heart failure etc.).

Any biometric ECG-based system must be invariant or aware of different activity situations to ensure consistent performance. These activity situations might be emotional, such as stress and excitement, or physical such as running, walking and sitting. Emotions occur spontaneously without any conscious effort. Emotions are accompanied by physiological changes, and this can be described as a mental state [11, 12]. Although
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emotions are subjective, common emotions such as being angry, sad and happy can be classified. Our aim in this study is to utilise physical activity and emotion detection to adaptively select biometric authentication mechanisms to enhance overall performance using only ECG recordings. Q, R, S and T points were used as reference points for Manhattan and Euclidean distances between these points and subsequently used as features. We detect and utilise ground-truthed emotional and physical activity states within pre-collected data to assess tuned biometric authentication models. Data were assessed across both medically approved and wearable ECG recorders thereby allowing an assessment of device stability. Using only ECG recordings and new features for biometric recognition and activity classification is the contribution of this study to science.

2 | RELATED WORKS

Related works to this study are introduced in this Section as ECG biometric verification and identification, physical activity classification and activity-aware biometric systems, and emotion classification and distance metrics comparisons.

2.1 | Electrocardiogram biometric verification and identification

Medical devices have typically 6 or 12 wet type leads with a high sampling frequency (generally above 1 kHz), while wearable devices have 1 or 3 dry type sensors with a relatively low sampling frequency (under 1 kHz). The placements of attached sensors, the number of sensors and the type of sensors may affect ECG recordings. For these reasons, medical ECG recording systems give more reliable and less noisy signals than wearable ECG recorders [13]. Therefore, many studies have been conducted to understand different device performances with respect to biometric authentication such as Ingale et al. [14] who studied on comparative analysis of ECG-based biometric authentication with 6 different ECG datasets representing different devices. They used an extended Kalman filter and an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter with ECG-beat and RR interval segmentations. They extracted 30 fiducial and non-fiducial features from ECG signals and they identified Equal Error Rate (EER) between 0.5% and 7% from fiducial features and a wider range of EERs from non-fiducial features. In the biometric verification process, Euclidean distance and Dynamic Time Warping methods were performed as a matching algorithm. While ECG-ID which consists of single lead healthy ECG recordings and MIT-BIH dataset which includes medical ECG recordings from unhealthy and healthy subjects have higher EER, other datasets which were collected by Biopac MP36 2 channel ECG recorder, 16-lead medical device and 2-lead palm and finger ECG sensors have relatively lower EER. They recognised that fixed window data segmentation, fiducial features and IIR filter gave better results than unfiducial features, Kalman filter and RR interval segmentation methods. Even if healthy and unhealthy subjects are considered in that study, there is no activity case or different simultaneously recorded devices.

ECG-based biometrics typically use fiducial and non-fiducial approaches for feature extractions [15]. While the fiducial approach is interested in time intervals between PQRST complexes and their amplitudes, the non-fiducial approach is related to the transform domain and model-based features. Choi et al. [16] acquired 60-s signals from 127 subjects with a 2-lead mobile sensor. Eight fiducial features were extracted and were classified using Support Vector Machine (SVM), Simple Logistic, Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Adaboost (AB), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Bayes Net and radial basis function Kernel-based SVM architectures for single-beat and multi-beat biometric authentication scenarios. In the single-beat verification scenario, they identified between 4.46% and 9.51% EER from different classifiers. While SVM showed the best performance, the worst result came from NB. However, biometric authentication needs more beats to achieve more reliable results. For this reason, they tested their systems from 3 to 15 s of data using the best-performing SVM classifier. System EERs decreased to 8% (3 s) to 1.87% (15 s) EER. These results show that when testing time increases, EER decreases [16]. Krasteva et al. [17] compared 12-leads ECG signals from 460 patients in a verification configuration. They used 8 fiducial features for each of the 12-leads and found that they obtained their best results from the frontal plane leads (I, aVR or II). Half of the data were used for training with equal sizes of genuine and imposters while another half of the data were used for testing with more imposters samples using the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier for biometric verification. They obtained several EERs according to different ECG-leads configurations from 3.7% to 32.4% EER. Pavia et al. [18] used a single-beat ECG dataset for extracting fiducial points in identification. They compare different training durations with an SVM classifier, and they found the best identification accuracy as 97.5%. Sidek et al. [19] used ECG signals with different activities in their fiducial feature-based person identification study. They used normalised QRS complex features with a MLP classifier and they achieved 96.1% classification.
accuracy. Kim et al. [20] and Lehmann et al. [21] recognised that ECG recordings which were collected on different days vary because of different activity and emotional conditions. In ref. [20], they presented a biometric authentication method for short ECG recordings. They used QT interval correction with Sum of Squared Difference (SSD), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) deep learning (DL) methods. In one case, they used 2 different days of data for both training (1 record of 83 subjects and 25 subjects per day) and testing (1 record of 83 subjects and 25 subjects per day and 4-fold cross-validation). When they selected 1 pulse for training, they obtained 13.58%, 1.85%, and 2.25% EERs for 3 pulses were obtained in training, 9.78%, 2.82%, and 2.29% EERs for SSD, GRU, and CNN method respectively in both cases. In another case, they used 1 record of 83 subjects in training and 2 records of 25 subjects with 2-fold cross-validation in testing data from different days. 12.44%, 2.15%, and 3.81% EERs for 1 pulse and 9.43%, 3.66%, and 3.1% EERs for 3 pulses were obtained by SSD, GRU and CNN methods respectively. Even if they obtained prominent results, the difference between sensitivity and specificity is quite large.

This shows that genuine and impostor samples may not be equal. In Ref. [21], they used a chest band for ECG recordings with 256 Hz from 20 subjects during a week. They used peak-to-peak intervals of QR, RS, and QS as features with RF, neural network (NN) and SVM classifiers. 2000 samples in training and 500 samples in testing for both genuine and imposters were used in their study. According to data which were collected from different days scenarios, EERs are between 19.54% and 21.91% for RF, between 20.16% and 26.17% for NN and from 26.77% to 28.08% for SVM classifiers. The best results were obtained when 3 days of data were used in training while the worst EERs were found when 1 day of data was used in training.

### 2.2 Physical activity classification and activity-aware biometric systems

Activity recognition using mobile and wearable devices before the biometric user identification and verification were studied by Sriram et al. [22], Mekruksavanch et al. [23] and Batool et al. [24]. However, activity classification studies always focus on ECG recordings with additional sensors such as gyroscopes and accelerometers. Our study used only ECG signals for both activity classification and biometric verification. In ref. [22], they used ECG and accelerometer data to prove that an activity-aware system which means activity classification before biometric identification has better results than the activity-unaware system which means biometric identification without any activity classification. Electrocardiogram and accelerometer data to create activity-aware system features and ECG data for the activity-unaware system were used in their study. They used 4-s data windowing with k-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Bayesian Network (BN) for activity classification. They obtained 82.78% and 84.88% identification precision rates for KNN and BN respectively on their activity-aware system. Moreover, they obtained a maximum of 78.55% and 81.39% identification precision rates on the activity-unaware system. Apart from the activity-aware system, they also checked the biometric verification results to see their device performance for 17 subjects. They used 80 s of genuine data for verification testing with different imposter sizes. They obtained 15.52%, 15.29%, 15.91%, 15.25%, and 16.11% EERs using BN classifier combined ECG and accelerometer data for 3, 7, 8, 11, and 15 imposter samples respectively. In ref. [23], activity recognition was processed before biometric identification. Gyroscope and accelerometer sensor data were used to recognise 12 daily activities in USC HAD dataset and 6 activities in UCI HAR dataset with CNN and Long Short-Term Memory DL structures (LSTM). Activities were grouped as dynamic (i.e. walking, jumping, running etc.) and static activities (i.e. sitting, lying, standing etc.). The UCI HAR dataset has 30 subjects and the USC HAD has 14 subjects. Mean activity classification accuracy rates were 91.24% by ConvLSTM using the UCI HAR dataset and 87.77% by CNN-LSTM using USC HAD dataset. Dynamic activities (walking-related activities) were classified better than static activities (posture-related activities). The study obtained the best mean user identification rates with 91.77% from the UCI HAR dataset and 92.43% from USC HAD dataset using walking-related activity data. In ref. [24], gyroscope data from 19 subjects with an IoT device was used to recognise three daily activities (walking, sitting, and standing) and biometric identification separately. Their study aimed to prove that IoT data can be used with the RF classifier in activity classification and biometric identification. They obtained a 93% accuracy rate in activity recognition and from 81% to 100% accuracy rates in biometric user identification using 10-fold cross-validations. Another study by Li et al. [25] used ECG and accelerometer together for 2 daily physical activity detections with an SVM classifier. They obtained a 79.3% activity recognition accuracy rate using data which were collected from different days and a 97.3% activity recognition accuracy rate using data which were collected from the same day.

### 2.3 Emotion classification and distance metrics comparisons

There are few studies that assess emotional state and activity classification using ECG. Selvaraj et al. [11] used ECG signals to classify six emotions: happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, disgust, and anger. Sixty healthy participants watched the video clips during the experiment and ECG signals were collected from the left and right hand and the left leg at the same time. Rescaled Range statistics, Finite Variance Scaling (FVS), a Wavelet Transform (WT) and Empirical Mode Decomposition which are known as non-linear approach features were used to obtain Hurst parameters. K-Nearest Neighbour, Regression Tree (RT), NB and Fuzzy KNN (FKNN) classifiers were used for emotion classification with 70% training and 30% testing data. They achieved the best performance with 92.87% classification accuracy using FVS features and the FKNN classifier. The
WeSAD (Wearable Stress and Affect Detection) dataset was used for emotion recognition and classification. Linear Discriminant Analysis, Decision Tree (DT), RF, AB, KNN [26], Multimodal-Multisensory Sequential Fusion (MMSF) [27] and Self-supervised representation learning [28] methods achieved 66.29%, 83%, and 95% emotion recognition accuracy rates respectively. In ref. [26], LDA achieved a higher accuracy rate of 66.29% on three-class classification (baseline, stress and amusement) using only ECG data. Lin et al. [27] used the MMSF model to classify three emotions and they compared different types of data influences on accuracy rates. According to classification accuracy rates, the highly influential signals are respiration, electromyography (EMG) and ECG signals respectively. They obtained 83% classification accuracy on three-class using all chest signals while using only ECG signals brings 78% classification accuracy. Sarkar et al. [28] used single-task CNN to classify 4 emotions (baseline, stress, meditation, and amusement) and they obtained 95% accuracy rates.

Template matching algorithms were compared in many studies [29, 30] such as a Manhattan distance used in skin texture-based personal identification [31] and arrhythmia classification using KNN [32]. Aggarwal et al. [33] proved that Manhattan distances are preferable to other metrics, especially in the high dimensional cases. Perpinan et al. [30] compared Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance metrics on metabolic syndrome classification using heart rate variability features with the k-means algorithm and they found Manhattan distance outperformed Euclidean distance. In Lee et al. [29], Manhattan distance-based matching algorithm outperformed Euclidean, cosine similarity and cross-correlations metrics in single beat ECG-based individual biometric identification. In 2 heartbeats and 3 heartbeats ECG cases, Euclidean distance metrics gave higher results.

The proposed study is the first to use Manhattan and Euclidean distances between QR, RS and QS points as feature sets. As a second point, even if there are many studies to compare different classifier performances on activity classification [22, 26], and biometric verification [16], there is no study on ECG-based activity classification before biometric verification. This study first classifies which activities the data come from. Then the classified data is then used in the biometric verification. Created features were used for activity classification with KNN, SVM, DT, Bagged Tree Ensemble (BT), Subspace K-NN Ensemble (S-KNN) and NN classifiers. According to activity classification accuracy rates, classifiers are compared using data from two publicly available datasets. Emotional (neutral, stress, and amusement states) and physical activity (standing, walking, and resting) data are classified and evaluated separately. In this way, the performance of generated features with different classifiers is compared. Subspace K-NN Ensemble classifier has the highest classification rates in all activity classification cases. In the proposed method, Data classified by S-KNN according to their activities go to the biometric verification. In biometric verification, data from each activity are performed by NB and DT classifiers to obtain binary decisions (genuine or imposter).

### 3 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

A hardware experimental setup was run on an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-3537U CPU and 8 GB RAM computer using MATLAB 2021a. A classical machine learning model with new features was used to explore activity classification effects on biometric verification. Prior to exploring activity classification, we investigated the performance of a novel biometric verification system. In a second set of experiments, activity classification was performed to classify physical activities and emotional activities using these data to select optimised biometric classifiers. All data used in this study come from WeSAD [26] and Vollmer [34] databases. No previous study using these datasets include about these datasets includes biometric verification performance comparisons after activity classification. In this section, datasets, models and experiment protocols are explained.

### 3.1 | Databases

The WeSAD dataset consists of physiological data (ECG, EMG, respiration etc.) which were collected from chest-worn RespiBAN and wrist-worn Empatica E4 devices. Fifteen healthy subjects (3 females and 12 males) were analysed from this dataset. Data at a 700 Hz sampling frequency with 16-bit analog-to-digital converter resolution was obtained from the RespiBAN device [26]. Initially, data were collected at a baseline condition where subjects can sit, stand at a table and read magazines for 20 min. This condition was collected to see the neutral emotional state of subjects. In the meditation condition, subjects were in a sitting position and tried to return to a neutral emotional state for 7 min. In the stress condition, subjects experienced a public speaking and a mental arithmetic task for 5 min each task. This study focussed on data collected during the baseline, stress and amusement periods.

The quantity of data from each activity must be equal to create robust activity classification, therefore 6-min data from each activity (a total of 18 min) from the RespiBAN device were used in this study.

The Vollmer dataset [34] consists of 13 healthy subjects’ data collected simultaneously with 5 different devices. These devices are the clinically certified (i.e. medical-based) NeXus-10 MKII (8000 Hz) [36], eMotion Faros [37], SOMNOtouch NIBP (512 Hz) [38], and the consumer products Hexoskin Hx1 (256 Hz) [39] and Polar RS800 Multi (1000 Hz) [5]. Only the Polar device cannot measure raw ECG data. However, R-peaks were measured by the Polar device which were selected as reference points. According to these reference points, other R-peaks which were measured by other devices were synchronised by Vollmer’s study [40]. The reason for synchronising the positions of the R peaks measured from each device is to equalise all devices at a sampling frequency of...
256 Hz and all heartbeat locations are the same. They provided synchronised signals in PhysioNet [41].

Data were collected during 4 tasks: resting, walking on the treadmill at 1.2 m/s speed, standing still position and uphill walking on the treadmill at the same speed with 15% track inclination. Each task has a 5-min recording time separately. The sensor placements of the Vollmer dataset are shown in Table 1.

These two datasets were chosen due to limited prior experimentation for the biometric verification and activity effects on biometric performances using only ECG data. In addition, the chance to compare device performances played a vital role in choosing Vollmer’s dataset. The WeSAD dataset was selected to explore new features’ effects on emotional activities.

3.2 Pre-processing

In the Vollmer dataset, there are several minutes of recorded data not related to the experimental setup. These recorded data before the tasks were used to analyse the baseline and evaluate the stability of the ECG recording to 256 Hz sampling frequency by Vollmer [34, 40]. In our study, 20-min recordings per person (5-min per activity) were selected using provided data labels in the dataset. The sampling frequency of each device was reduced from 256 to 200 Hz for easy calculation of PQRST points and filtering/smoothing signals. Low-frequency noise such as baseline drift, high-frequency noises and power-line interference components generally exist in ECG signals. These noises can be produced by muscles, external interruptions, activities and baseline wander noise. In the pre-processing phase, the signal was filtered by a band-pass filter. A 0.5 Hz low cut-off frequency filter was used to remove baseline wander and a 45 Hz high cut-off frequency with three ordered band-pass filters was used in pre-processing. In addition, a mean filter was used for signal smoothing.

In the WeSAD dataset, recording durations were variable for each person and each activity. Subjects were randomly divided into two groups, each with a different order of activities. The activity-less signals between tasks were removed from the recordings and each activity task was manually equalised at 360-s per activity. Sampling frequencies were reduced from 700 to 200 Hz and all types of noises were filtered by the same filtering methods in the Vollmer dataset.

The sampling frequency was reduced to 200 Hz to equalise conditions for both datasets.

In a realistic biometric verification scenario, the recording time is generally narrow. Therefore, the selection of the most appropriate time window to sample the signal is extremely important. Abdul-Kadir et al. [42] compared different time window sizes to explore an optimum for ECG atrial fibrillation (AF) recognition and they found that a window duration of 4 s was the most suitable for their features based on Artificial NN and SVM classifiers’ results (95.3% and 95% AF recognition accuracy rates respectively). Inspired by this study, 4-s time windows and a 1-s delay between windows were used in the pre-processing. The delay was selected to avoid overfitting and to have a clearer separation between windows. In this way, the PQRST complexes of all windows are completely separated without any loss complexes.

3.3 Feature extraction

Twenty eight fiducial features (\(Q_{amp}, R_{amp}, S_{amp}, T_{amp}, Q_{man}, R_{man}, S_{man}, T_{man}, Q_{euc}, R_{euc}, S_{euc}, T_{euc}, \text{Manhattan}, \text{and Euclidean distances of QR, ST, RS, RT, QS, QT, RST, and QRS}\) were extracted from each sample in the preprocessed matrix. Maximum values of each peak were named as \(X\). Manhattan distances between two peaks’ maximum values were shown as \((XX)_{man}\). Euclidean distances between two peaks’ maximum values were shown as \((XX)_{euc}\). Pan-Tompkins algorithm was used for finding \(R\) peak positions. Maximum (to find \(P\) and \(T\)) and minimum (to find \(Q\) and \(S\)) values in a specific confident interval of milliseconds before or after each \(R\) peak. An explanation of all features was shown in Table 2.

\((XX)_{man}\) features were found using Manhattan distances between two peak values. It can be explained by Equation 1:

\[
\| (x_{i+1}) - (x_i) \| \quad (1)
\]

\((XX)_{euc}\) features were calculated with Euclidean distances between two peaks. It can be explained by Equation 2:

\[
\sqrt{((x_{i+1}) - (x_i))^2} \quad (2)
\]

where “s” is a selected peak (Q, R, S or T) and “i” is the location of the selected peak. To calculate \(XYZ_{man}\) (\(Q = X\),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Name</th>
<th>Number of Sensors</th>
<th>Locations of ECG sensors</th>
<th># of ECG channels</th>
<th>Sampling Frequency</th>
<th>ECG Electrode Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SomnoTouch</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Left chest, left &amp; right abdomens</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>512 Hz</td>
<td>Attachable patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion Faros 360</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Left right chest, right abdomen</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000 Hz</td>
<td>Attachable patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexus-10 MKII</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left right chest, right abdomen</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8000 Hz</td>
<td>Attachable patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexoskin Hx1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Top left right abdomens, bottom left abdomens</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>256 Hz</td>
<td>Textile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar RS800 multi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Top centre abdomen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000 Hz</td>
<td>Bipolar chest strap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2  Explanations of features are represented as X, Y and Z symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Values of X, Y and Z</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qamps, Ramps, Samps, Tamp</td>
<td>$X = {x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n}$ Peak amplitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X man</td>
<td>QQ, RR, SS, TT</td>
<td>$d(X_{i+1}, X_i) = {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X man</td>
<td>QR, ST, RS, RT, QS, QT</td>
<td>$d(X, Y) = {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X man</td>
<td>QR, ST, RS, RT, QS, QT</td>
<td>$d(X, Y, Z) = {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X eu</td>
<td>QQ, RR, SS, TT</td>
<td>$d(X_{i+1}, X_i) = \left{\sqrt{(X_{i+1} - X_i)^2}\right}_n$ Euclidean distances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X eu</td>
<td>QR, ST, RS, RT, QS, QT</td>
<td>$d(X, Y) = \left{\sqrt{(X - Y)^2}\right}_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X eu</td>
<td>QR, ST, RS, RT, QS, QT</td>
<td>$d(X, Y, Z) = \left{\sqrt{(X - Y)^2 + (X - Z)^2 + (Y - Z)^2}\right}_n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R = Y, S = Z_0, |X - Y| + |X - Z| + |Y - Z|$ formula for all QRS samples were used step-by-step. There was the same process for RSTMan and Euclidean distance was used for XXYZeu and RSTeu cases.

To select the most powerful feature sets, all features were examined separately according to their direct biometric verification performances. According to these examinations, only 1-peak-based features (XXman, Xxeuc) have the lowest performance than 2-peak (XYman, XYeuc etc.) and 3-peak (XYZman, XYZeu etc.) features. Although there were close results between 2-peak features and 3-peak features, 2-peak features have better performances during low training cases. Finding $T$ waves’ amplitudes might be problematic, especially in the activity case. In all cases which included $T$ wave amplitudes, biometric verification performances were more insufficient than others. For this reason, features with $T$ waves in 2-peak features were not calculated. According to all experiments, feature sets which have higher biometric performances were selected as QRMan, RSMan, QSMan, QReuc, RSeuc, and QSeuc.

The absolute value of subtraction is always positive and in the Manhattan distance formula, the absolute value of the subtraction is calculated. For this reason, we can say $|X - Y| = |Y - X|$. The square of the parenthesis of subtraction is also always positive and in the Euclidean distance formula, the square of the parenthesis of subtractions is used so it can be explained by Equation 3:

$$\sqrt{(X - Y)^2} = \sqrt{(Y - X)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

According to these situations, there is no need to try the RQman and RReuc while the QRMan and QReuc are being calculated.

Previous studies used fiducial features such as time intervals between two peaks (XX and XY interval) and peaks and deep values of PQRST complexes and non-fiducial features such as WT. This study introduces new fiducial features using Manhattan and Euclidean distances of Q, R, and S amplitude values.

3.4  Classification models

This study explored the performance of different features, classification models and data test set sizes for five different ECG recorders. There are two different verification pipelines considered in this study: one utilising activity-aware biometric verification (System B) and the other direct biometric verification without prior activity classification (System A). K-Nearest Neighbour, SVM, DT, BT, S-KNN and NN classifiers were explored for activity classification, whilst NB and DT were used in the biometric verification sections. Six classifiers were used to evaluate the performance of the generated features in different classifiers. The success of the created features in activity classification has been observed. Then, based on the classifiers that are frequently used in ECG-based studies [43–45], the number of classifiers for biometric verification was reduced to two, namely NB and DT.

These classifiers are commonly used for ECG-based machine learning models [46]. There are many differences between the classifiers. For instance, whilst all of them can be used for supervised learning, DT, KNN and NN are non-parametric methods, in other words, they work on non-linear data while NB can be used for linear data. Naïve Bayes produces probability estimations, whereas DT and SVM discriminate data. Even though DT is more flexible and easy to use, it can neglect some important values in training data; a situation that might cause accuracy losses. If there is adequate training data, NN gives better performances than DT for binary classification problems [47]. However, if we need an explanation of the decision-making process and multi-class classifications, DT is the better option. Support Vector Machine uses Kernel structures to deal with non-linear problems, however, it has an extremely long training time for large datasets. Some classifiers, such as DT, can be biased on certain features or the most representative data. This situation might result in lower classification accuracy. To solve this problem, ensemble modules are combined with basic classifiers.

According to Gul et al. [48], ensemble modules help less representative or non-informative data in classification. They used a large amount of data from 23 datasets to compare different ensemble structures with KNN, RF and SVM. They
added the non-informative features selected by Principal Component Analysis to the representative features. They observed S-KNN has better performance than SVM and RF for the classification of non-informative features. In our study, we used S-KNN and BT ensemble modules. In S-KNN, the function selects a number of elements, which is called a subspace, randomly from the feature vector in training. K-Nearest Neighbour classifier predicts the class labels for each selected subspace. After all subspace predictions, the majority vote of that predictions is calculated to achieve the final class label. In BT, many subsets of data from the training samples which are selected randomly with replacements are created. Each subset is trained by different DTs (in this study 100 DTs) to obtain predicted class labels. An average of each subset decision is calculated to achieve the labels of the final class.

This study represents new features and compares their efficiencies in activity classification and biometric verification scenarios. For this reason, using several classifiers gives us a wide perspective on different training and testing size results. The outline of the System A is shown in Figure 2 and the proposed System B is shown in Figure 3.

4 | EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Several experiments were performed with different classifiers, three different training and testing sizes (50%, 40%, and 30%) genuine samples in the System A, 80%, 60%, and 50% training samples in activity classification and 50% genuine samples in the biometric verification in the System B), two types of activity (emotional and physical activities) and five devices. Results are presented for biometric verification without activity classification, overall activity classification accuracy and activity-aware biometric verification subsections.

4.1 | System A

The data from each device has been tested separately. In each device data were split into two parts: training and testing. For training data, the data of 12 subjects from WeSAD dataset and 10 subject from Vollmer’s dataset were selected. For testing data, unseen 3 subjects’ data were separated. In each running process, selected unseen subjects were different and all subjects were used in the testing group at least once (i.e. selected subjects in testing were changed like person 1-2-3, 4-5-6 etc.).

According to the number of samples per person, genuine samples were calculated. For instance, if there are 100 samples per person, 30 samples selected from the testing subjects and 70 samples selected from the training subjects will be used for biometric verification. In this study, this situation was called as M-30% for Manhattan distance based features and E-30% for Euclidean distance based features. Imposter samples were randomly selected from the remaining unused samples. To compare results 40% and 50% of genuine sample sizes in testing set were used for both Manhattan and Euclidean distances features (i.e. M-40%, M-50%, E-40%, E-50%). The number of genuine samples and imposter samples are equal for both training and testing data. The number of each subject’s genuine samples for training and testing is shown in Table 3. The number of genuine samples per activity were approximately equal. The number of subjects per dataset, the number of samples per device, activities and data collection procedures in each dataset were different. To achieve comparable results, we used the same ratio of genuine samples for all datasets and devices.

The most commonly used performance metrics of biometric systems are False Accept Rates (FAR), False Rejection Rates (FRR) and EER. False Accept Rates represents the percentage of accepted imposter samples in the system and FRR is the percentage of rejected genuine samples by the system. Equal Error Rate can be calculated from the intersection point of FAR and FRR.

As a first step, the biometric verification method was used to enable an understanding the new feature set performance. In this step, there is no activity classification system. For this reason, genuine and imposter samples were selected randomly according to their 30%, 40%, and 50% ratios. The RespiBan device from the WeSAD dataset and Faros, Somnotouch, Nexus-10 and Hexoskin devices from the Vollmer dataset were tested by NB and DT classifiers. Naïve Bayes classifier performances in Figure 4 and DT classifier performances in Figure 5 are shown below.

According to results in Figure 4, Manhattan distance-based features with the 30% of unseen participants’ samples in testing
have the lowest EER (i.e. M-30%). For this reason, we would like to show the distribution of FAR and FRR with this testing set size. The RespiBAN device has 20.03% FAR and 19.59% FRR, the Faros device has 17.67% FAR and 17.05% FRR, the Somnotouch has 20.87% FAR and 19.21% FRR, the Nexus has 18.53% FAR and 18.71% FRR and the Hexoskin device has 17.69% FAR and 18.85% FRR in M-30% cases. In Euclidean distance-based features, there are the same trends as the corresponding Manhattan feature sets. While training set sizes increase, EER decrease and the lowest EER were obtained from E−30% cases.

In Figure 5, it is easily seen that from M-50% to M-30% as same as from E−50% to E−30%, EERs decrease for all devices. A large amount of testing samples causes higher EER. In practical use, more training samples yield more stable results. In our experiments, we proved that more training data presents low EERs.

As a general trend in Figures 4 and 5, Manhattan distance-based feature sets outperformed Euclidean features. Naïve Bayes classifier has lower EERs in all cases but NB and DT cases trends are same. Data which were collected from the RespiBAN and the SomnoTouch devices obtained higher EER. Faros, Nexus-10 and Hexoskin data have achieved similar performances. Even if the Hexoskin device is a consumer-based device, verification performances are similar with other medically-approved devices. The lowest EERs for each testing sizes (i.e. 50%, 40%, and 30%) were achieved from different devices. For instance, in Figure 5, while the lowest EER of the M-40% case was achieved from the Hexoskin device, the Nexus-10 device has better EERs in 30% and 40% sizes than other devices. In addition, in Figure 4, while the lowest EER of the E−30% case was achieved from the Faros device, the Nexus-10 device has lower EERs in E−50% and E−40%. This implies that device selection, feature selection and training/testing sizes affect biometric verification performance.

4.2 System B, activity classification

To explore an improvement in biometric model performances, activity classification was used before biometric verification and we called this system as a System B. The
main idea is to reduce the effects of the signal fluctuation that occurs when switching to a different activity. In system B, samples are first classified by their activity and subsequently set to tuned biometric verification stages, regardless of whether the activity is classified correctly or incorrectly. Inaccurate activity classification may affect biometric verification accuracy. However, using tuned biometric verification modules according to activity may increase overall system performance.

However, removing incorrectly classified samples will not be a realistic verification scenario. For this reason, incorrectly classified activity and emotion instances continued to be used with the labels of the classes to which they were assigned. A mean of the activity classification accuracy is shown in Table 4 for the Vollmer dataset with resting, walking, standing and uphill walking activities and Table 5 for the WeSAD dataset with baseline, stress and amusement activities. Decision Tree, SVM, KNN, BT, S-KNN, and NN classifiers were tested with
different training and testing sizes. In Table 4 and Table 5, Tr-80% represents 80% of samples in the training set, Tr-60% has 60% of samples in training and Tr-50% is 50% of training samples.

It is easily seen that, as a general trend, from Tr-80% to Tr-50%, classification rates decrease. In the Vollmer dataset, both feature sets have similar results. The S-KNN ensemble classifier has higher activity classification accuracy rates than the other classifiers. For this reason, samples classified using S-KNN according to their activity were used during biometric verification with the NB and the DT.

As these datasets were collected in different circumstances, direct comparisons between them are not possible. If we compare the performance between devices, the Hexoskin and the Faros devices have better performances while the Nexus device has generally the worst performances for all classifiers. The Nexus device has the highest sampling frequency (8000 Hz). As the sampling frequency has been reduced to the lowest frequency of the Hexoskin device (256 Hz) in the Vollmer dataset, overall signal complexes may be preserved but distinctive features may be lost resulting in poor performance. In the WeSAD dataset, the Euclidean distance feature sets have higher accuracy rates using DT, SVM, KNN, NN classifiers. According to S-KNN and BT accuracy rates, Manhattan distance feature sets have higher results than Euclidean distance feature sets in both datasets.

### 4.3 System B, biometric verification following activity classification

In Table 6, the performance of biometric verification following activity classification using Vollmer’s dataset were presented in terms of EER for each activity case. EERs were presented according to their activities and the training/testing ratio of data in activity classification for each activity. The NB and the DT classifiers were used for biometric verification. Using the same procedure as described in the Section 4.1, classified samples were separated according to their activities.

Tested samples in Tr-80%, Tr-60%, and Tr-50% in activity classification pass through the biometric verification stage. The average EER of the Faros, Somnotouch, Nexus and Hexoskin devices were shown in Table 6 from the Vollmer dataset. The best performances are shaded according to each feature sets in the NB and the DT classifiers.

As a general trend, Manhattan distance-based feature sets outperformed Euclidean distance-based feature sets. The NB classifier has better performances than DT. If we look at the mean EER for each activity, EER in resting position are lower than other activities, while the EER in uphill walking is higher than others. The total number of samples in the verification stage decreases from Tr-50% to Tr-80%. In Table 7, biometric verification performances of the WeSAD dataset were presented in terms of EER for each activity case.
In the activity classification, incorrectly classified samples also passed to the biometric verification step with the incorrect class labels. For this reason, low activity classification accuracy rates in WeSAD dataset might cause higher EER. The best performances of Manhattan distance features come from the NB classifier in Tr-60%. False Accept Rates values of baseline, stress and amusement cases are 7.64%, 7.47%, and 7.61% respectively. False Rejection Rates values are 9.01% in baseline, 9.19% in stress and 9.06% in amusement situations.

On the other hand, the best performances of Euclidean distance features come from NB in Tr-50%. False Accept Rates values of baseline, stress and amusement activities are 8.86%, 8.65%, and 8.71% respectively while FRR values are 9.73%, 10.01%, and 9.98% respectively. There is no direct relationship between activities and EER so we cannot say that EER from specific activity are lower than other activities. In addition, NB has better performances than DT.

The speed of the recognition system was measured using CPU times in seconds. In direct verification cases, a timer was started at the beginning of the feature extraction and it was finished at the end of direct biometric verification without prior activity classification (i.e. System A). In the case of classification + verification, the timer starting point was the same as the direct verification case but it was stopped at the end of biometric verification with prior activity classification. In the case of only biometric verification after classification, the timer was started after the activity classification and it was finished at the end of biometric verification following activity classification. The recognition system speed was shown in Table 8.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

For the activity classification, three cases were compared according to their training and testing sizes. Increased training data size have higher activity classification accuracies for System B and lower EERs for the System A in both feature sets. This study obtained that activity classification prior to biometric verification has better results than direct biometric verification. For this reason, activity classification is required

### TABLE 5  Mean activity classification accuracy rates of the WeSAD dataset on different classifiers and feature sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WeSAD dataset</th>
<th>RespiBAN device</th>
<th>Manhattan</th>
<th>Euclidean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>58.67%</td>
<td>58.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>57.64%</td>
<td>56.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>53.71%</td>
<td>55.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>65.86%</td>
<td>73.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>63.00%</td>
<td>72.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>62.34%</td>
<td>65.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>62.74%</td>
<td>68.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>60.36%</td>
<td>67.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>57.03%</td>
<td>66.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>92.61%</td>
<td>82.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>83.75%</td>
<td>81.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>78.78%</td>
<td>77.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-KNN</td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>93.67%</td>
<td>90.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>86.46%</td>
<td>85.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>82.10%</td>
<td>80.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>70.52%</td>
<td>71.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>68.56%</td>
<td>68.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>65.45%</td>
<td>64.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Tr-80% represents 80% training, Tr-60% is 60% training and Tr-50% is 50% training samples.

### TABLE 6  Biometric verification performances in terms of average Equal Error Rate (EER) of all devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Names</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>NB</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>Tr-60%</td>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>Euclidean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity names</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.68%</td>
<td>13.71%</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
<td>7.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.81%</td>
<td>13.51%</td>
<td>6.78%</td>
<td>7.31%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.99%</td>
<td>12.61%</td>
<td>6.65%</td>
<td>7.07%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.86%</td>
<td>13.56%</td>
<td>7.52%</td>
<td>7.73%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.64%</td>
<td>13.40%</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
<td>7.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.70%</td>
<td>12.85%</td>
<td>6.70%</td>
<td>6.99%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.47%</td>
<td>13.83%</td>
<td>7.51%</td>
<td>7.63%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.47%</td>
<td>13.88%</td>
<td>7.15%</td>
<td>7.48%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.48%</td>
<td>13.01%</td>
<td>6.60%</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uphill walking</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.69%</td>
<td>13.92%</td>
<td>7.64%</td>
<td>7.93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.52%</td>
<td>13.43%</td>
<td>7.04%</td>
<td>7.84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.40%</td>
<td>13.49%</td>
<td>6.88%</td>
<td>7.38%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 50% of genuine samples were used in testing. The average value of all devices is represented.
before biometric verification. Medical and wearable devices had very close results in terms of activity classification and biometric verification.

The DT and NB classifiers were performed for both feature sets in biometric verification stages. Naïve Bayes generally gave lower EER than DT. As a general trend, when the number of testing samples are increased, EER also rose for System A. Conversely, in the System B, a larger amount of samples in testing led to lower EERs. System A samples have many variations between activities. Since signals that are similar to each other are gathered under the same activity group, there are relatively small variations in the System B.

To compare our results with other studies, we can cite examples from many studies. Many studies are concerned with activity recognition and classification with nonlinear [11] such as WT and linear approach features [25], such as skewness, kurtosis, mean of maxima and minima using different datasets. Moreover, deep fusion [27], CNN [28] and classical machine learning classifiers [26] were compared by many studies for emotion classification using WeSAD dataset. Even if refs. [11, 25, 26] and [27] used combined different sensor data such as EMG, accelerometer and ECG in their studies with mean, standard deviation, peak detection and heart rate variablity features, the proposed Manhattan and Euclidean distance-based features in our study has higher activity classification rates. Only CNN structure [28] with 95% accuracy rates in activity classification outperformed the proposed study with 93.67% activity classification accuracy rates.

When we examine the recognition speeds of the system, we see that the RespiBan device usually gives the lowest results in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Names</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>NB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity names</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>Euclidean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>15.08%</td>
<td>15.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>15.01%</td>
<td>15.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>14.88%</td>
<td>15.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>15.01%</td>
<td>15.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>15.06%</td>
<td>15.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>15.20%</td>
<td>15.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amusement</td>
<td>15.03%</td>
<td>15.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr-80%</td>
<td>14.99%</td>
<td>15.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr-50%</td>
<td>14.67%</td>
<td>15.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 50% of genuine samples were used in testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Measured CPU Times (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Euclidean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeSAD</td>
<td>RespiBan</td>
<td>Direct verification</td>
<td>0.8125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classification + verification</td>
<td>2.7656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Only verification after classification</td>
<td>1.8281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vollmer</td>
<td>Hexos</td>
<td>Direct verification</td>
<td>0.9688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classification + verification</td>
<td>3.6406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Only verification after classification</td>
<td>1.6965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faros</td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct verification</td>
<td>0.9688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classification + verification</td>
<td>3.9375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Only verification after classification</td>
<td>2.0469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct verification</td>
<td>2.4844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classification + verification</td>
<td>5.8438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Only verification after classification</td>
<td>2.3281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SomnoTouch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct verification</td>
<td>1.3750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classification + verification</td>
<td>3.2656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Only verification after classification</td>
<td>1.9531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 7 Biometric verification performances of RespiBAN device in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER).

TABLE 8 The recognition system speed in CPU execution time (seconds).
seconds. This is because the WeSAD dataset consists of 15 min of data, while the Vollmer dataset consists of 20 min of data. By comparing Manhattan and Euclidean distances, we cannot say that one prevails over the other. Direct verification cases gave the shortest seconds in all cases while classification + verification (i.e. System B) cases gave the longest times in all cases. In the case of classification + verification, Hexos, Faros, and SomnoTouch devices achieved similar performances in the speed test. However, the Nexus device gave the longest recognition times, about 6-8.

In conclusion, the outcome of this work is ECG biometrics combined with activity classification based on ECG signal might be an effective way of authentication. It has been observed that wearable device performances are similar to medical device performances. If the presented system is developed and used for wearable devices such as smartwatches, device authentication security will increase and the impact of daily activities on the authentication system will be minimised.
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